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Abstract

Claro, A Component Loading Architecture, was designed with two purposes. The first was to provide a graphical user interface for an existing command line tool, Cubit. Second, it was designed to provide a versatile user interface for other tools in the design through analysis (D2A) tool set. While many tools may not fit into the Claro architecture, the tools that were used to build Claro are valid in very broad range of applications. This report discusses the tools (specifically, Qt, VTK, and python) used to build Claro and shows how their utility and versatility make them applicable to the larger set of D2A tools. As multiple projects use the same set of tools it makes it more probable that different groups can leverage the work of previous developers.
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Introduction

Cubit is a finite-element mesh generation tool developed by Sandia National Laboratories [6] that has served as a research platform for important mesh generation algorithms [13][15][17] and for production meshing. Cubit was originally developed as a command-line driven program; however, in 2003 it was determined that to increase the utility and usability of Cubit it should be augmented by a modern graphical user interface (GUI). The requirements for this project extended beyond just providing a GUI for Cubit, they also set forth guidelines for interaction between other design-to-analysis (D2A) applications. The goal was to create a framework for multiple D2A applications. Cubit was designed to be one component that could work within this framework which was designated as Claro. However, Claro is more than just the software package. As the acronym suggests, it is an architecture and a set of tools that extends past the particular software implementation. This paper will focus on three of the major requirements that drove the Claro development process, 1) multi-platform GUI, 2) visualization, and 3) scripting, and discuss the tools that were selected to meet the requirements. While other D2A projects may not chose to use the specific Claro implementation, we believe that the set of tools that have been selected have wide applicability. By selecting a common set of tools, it is anticipated that projects can leverage work within the broad range of D2A applications.

Multi-Platform GUI

Cubit originated over a decade ago and there were strong requirements that it run on multiple operating systems and hardware platforms. At that time there was not a good solution for a graphical user interface (GUI) that would provide a single code base on multiple operating systems. Caterpillar Inc. developed a Microsoft Windows implementation of a GUI for Cubit and this version was made available to Cubit users within Sandia; however, the Caterpillar GUI for Cubit never gained widespread acceptance. One reason for this lack of acceptance was the lack of support for multiple operating systems and hardware platforms. There are times when a finite element problem requires more resources than are available on a desktop system. Users already face enough challenges when moving to a different
operating system. They do not want the user interfaces of their software packages
to change also.

Within the Claro framework we have resolved this issue by using Qt from Trolltech
AS [1]. Qt provides a multi-platform user interface solution that allows for a single
code base across all platforms. It uses native GUI widgets (buttons, menus, etc.)
so the application looks like a native application to the user. It provides good tools
for graphically creating the user interface and excellent tools for laying out the user
interface so that that sizing is maintained across platforms. Qt also implements
a unique method for tying GUI events to functions called the signal-slot interface.
The signal-slot interface provides a very intuitive and flexible method for connecting
the events to functions. It does not have the disadvantages of the Motif callback
method which requires a fixed parameter interface and difficulty in passing custom
data and it avoids the problems of ever increasing entries in a switch statement in
the GUI event loop.

![Cubit Usage](image)

**Figure 1.** Cubit usage data after the release of the multi-
platform GUI.

Figure 1 shows the effects the cross platform GUI has had on Cubit usage. The
figure shows the number of unique users that accessed Cubit at least twice in the
given month. If a user started up Cubit just to look at the GUI and then never
used it again, that user is not counted in the statistics. The first release of the
cross-platform GUI was Cubit 9.0 in September of 2004. This release supported
Windows, Linux, and Sun. There is an immediate jump in usage at that point. The
next release was Cubit 10.0 in May 2005 although beta users had access to it
earlier. This release added HP-UX and SGI IRIX to the supported platforms. Once
again, there is a corresponding jump in usage.

We have been very successful with several Qt based projects [8]. We have found
the API easy to use and the implementation to be very solid. Anecdotally, I have found that students in my course at Brigham Young University, Computer-Aided Engineering Software Development, have been much more successful in completing difficult projects since switching the class to Qt. It appears that the GUI programming does not create an obstacle to accomplishing the final project. In fact, it appears that the well organized Qt API assists students in designing better code.

Figure 2 shows a sample student project completed with Qt. It represents a mechanism analysis of a helicopter rotor. The project was completed by a mechanical engineering student with a strong kinematics background but no computer science or programming background prior to completing the course. The project represents the final for the class and was completed in less than four weeks. This is one example of the utility and usability of the Qt interface.

Qt has a dual license. It is released both as GPL and as a commercial license. The GPL license is intended for individuals who are working on developing open source code without remuneration. The commercial license is for groups or individuals that are being paid to develop code that may be sold commercially. We have chosen to license Qt commercially to avoid any potential licensing concerns. We also believe that it is wise to support an entity that provides commercial quality code and support so that the code base will continue to improve.
Visualization

Almost all steps of the D2A process are enhanced by graphical representations of simulation models. Whether the visualization involves constructing a CAD model, meshing, material properties plots, or post-processing, each phase is augmented by some type of visual tool. Computer graphics and scientific visualization are inherent to the Claro architecture.

To support the visualization requirements of Claro we chose to use the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) by Kitware [11]. VTK is a high level graphical library that allows users to piece together a visualization pipeline that includes data sources, filters (or data modifiers), and rendering tools. Complex graphical images can be created with relatively few lines of code. It is important to differentiate between the graphics pipeline and the visualization pipeline. The graphics pipeline in modern systems is typically implemented in the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) on the video card. It handles the transformation matrices necessary to convert a 3D point in world coordinate space to a pixel on the screen. The visualization pipeline in VTK is at a much higher level than the graphics pipeline. It manipulates large pieces of data and provides data filters to modify and display the data.

For example, figure 3 shows the entire graphics pipeline for creating and displaying a cylinder in VTK.

```c
void draw_cylinder()
{
    source = vtkCylinderSource::New(); // Geometry

    mapper = vtkPolyDataMapper::New(); // Mapper
    mapper->SetInputConnection(source->GetOutputPort());

    actor = vtkActor::New(); // Actor in scene
    actor->SetMapper(mapper);

    vtkRenderer* ren = vtkRenderer::New(); // Renderer

    ren->AddActor(actor); // Add Actor to renderer
    ren->ResetCamera(); // Reset camera
    ren->GetRenderWindow()->Render();
}
```

**Figure 3.** Sample VTK code for creating and rendering a cylinder.
First a geometry source is defined. In this case the source is a cylinder primitive. The geometry could come from a number of other different sources such as data read from a file in a number of different formats or created as low level entities, points, lines, etc. Next vtkPolyDataMapper is created which converts polygonal data to graphics primitives. The primitives are added to a vtkActor which is an object that is rendered in the final scene. Finally, we add the actor to the rendering scene, reset the camera, and render the image. VTK provides a concise, clear method of producing complex graphical scenes. It removes much of the tedium of managing the entire OpenGL pipeline.

One piece that was missing from the VTK library was support to link Qt and VTK. This support has been developed in the form of the QVTKWidget with funding from the Cubit project as part of the Claro implementation. The QVTKWidget has been placed as open source code into the VTK repository and is freely available. The QVTKWidget provides support for adding graphical widgets interactively via the Qt Designer as well as being added via code. The QVTKWidget was designed to compartmentalize Qt and VTK and allow each library to handle those tasks that they were designed to handle. The QVTKWidget is being used in a number of projects at Sandia [10] and around the world [7][9].

VTK is open source with a BSD license. It can be freely used anywhere. There is excellent documentation on the web [5] and an active mailing list that provides support for VTK.

### Scripting

Another requirement that drove the Claro architecture was the ability to create a scriptable interface. Cubit already contains the Algebraic Pre-Processor (APREPRO) [12] and it has proven to be very useful in creating parametric models. However, the success of APREPRO has led to many enhancement requests for features like looping and tests that make it verge on being a true scripting language. We determined that it would be useful to use a widely accepted scripting language rather than to continue to invent and maintain our own language.

There were a number of requirements that were placed on the choice of a scripting language. It had to be widely accepted. It had to provide a complete set of programming features. It had to be embeddable in a C++ executable. It had to interface with Qt so that users could customize the interface as well as create parameterized models.

After doing extensive research we chose to use the Python [16] scripting language as the basis for scripting in Claro. Python is widely used within the scientific and
engineering communities. Commercial codes such as Abaqus [4] have adopted Python as the scripting language of choice. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories has had a great deal of experience with Python in scientific computing [14] and found it be a very useful tool. We chose to follow a path that was well defined.

One issue that was required was a method for exposing methods in a C++ library to the scripting language. We chose a tool called the Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator, SWIG, to provide an interface [2][3]. We create a very simple interface file that includes the interface header file that is to be wrapped. We purposely defined the interface to be very simple. It contains strings, ints, doubles, and vectors or arrays of those quantities. SWIG will generate this interface automatically without any additional coding.

![Figure 4. Example of automatic boundary condition definition for a gas chromatograph analysis.](image)

We have found the scripting interface to very useful. It provides a method of delivering code to specific users needing functionality without having to wait for an entire release cycle. It also provides a method of delivering code to users that is of interest only to that user and is not of benefit to the general user base. Cubit has been continually developed for over a decade. In that period of time, a number of users have made requests for functionality to support specific research topics. Once the functionality has been added to the code base, it is very difficult to remove. As a result this code must be maintained over the lifetime of the code at significant expense. By delivering user specific functionality as a script, we remove this code from the Cubit code base and place any maintenance burden on the user. The user can then determine when the need for the functionality has elapsed. If the functionality proves to be of use to the general user base, it is possible to migrate
the algorithm from the scripting language to the core C++ code base.

Figure 4 demonstrates an example of the scripting capabilities. The structure represents a model of a gas chromatograph. The geometry is very simple. It is no more than a rectangular prism. However, the boundary conditions require marking the opposite faces of each chord of hexahedral elements in the model. Picking the opposite faces by hand is a very tedious process and the user requested help in automating the process. The colored faces in 4 show the boundary sets. Faces on opposite sides of the prism have the same color indicating that faces form a pair. For this example, the number of elements and the length of the tube have been decreased significantly. This is very specific functionality that saves the user hours of work for each analysis but it is not of use to the general user base.

The core of the script that performs this operation is shown in figure 5.

```python
for surface_id in surface_list:
    # get all the quads on the surface
    surface_quads = cubit.get_surface_quads(surface_id)

    for quad in surface_quads:
        # get a chord of hexes starting from the given quad
        start_quad_nodes = cubit.get_connectivity("Quad", quad)
        hex_chord = get_hex_chord(start_quad_nodes)

        # find the last hex and quad nodes the chord
        last_hex, opp_quad_nodes = find_opposing_face_nodes(hex_chord, start_quad_nodes)

        # get all the dimension 2 (quad) elements off the hex
        quad_list = cubit.get_sub_elements("hex", last_hex, 2)

        # find the quad associated with nodes on the end of the chord
        opposite_quad = find_face(quad_list, opp_quad_nodes)

        command = "sideset " + str(start_sideset_id) + " face " + \
                  str(quad) + " " + str(opposite_quad)
        cubit.cmd(command) # execute the command in cubit
        start_sideset_id += 1
```

**Figure 5.** A portion of the code for finding opposite faces in a hexahedral prism.

Since Cubit was originally developed as a command driven system and the original command language must be maintained to provide backwards compatibility, it was decided to retain that command language structure for modifying the model.
state. Currently, there is one main modify entry point and that entry point takes a Cubit command string. This allows us to access all the Cubit modify and creation functionality without having to build additional interfaces.

Python and SWIG are both open source codes with a BSD type license. There are no restrictions on the use of these tools.

Conclusion

Claro is both a software implementation and an encapsulation of some architectural requirements for software supporting the design through analysis process. Some of the major requirements that Claro supports are a multi-platform graphical user interface, high-level visualization tools, and scripting. In the Claro development process we have had very good success meeting the requirements by specifying and using the proper set of tools. The tools that we have used for meeting these requirements are respectively: Qt, VTK, and Python. By using the proper set of tools we have been able to leverage the efforts of multiple developers both inside and outside of the Claro project, increase productivity and meet user needs.
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